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Investment performance to 30 September 2014 

 

 

3 months 

 

6 months 

 

1 year Since Inception  

Evans and Partners International Fund  5.23% 8.46% n/a 3.36% 

Benchmark
 

5.55% 8.94% n/a 7.60% 

Difference  -0.32% -0.49% n/a -4.24% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Market commentary 

Portfolio Manager Stephen Arnold 

Benchmark
 

MSCI All Countries World 

Accumulation Index 

Ex-Australia (A$)  

Inception Date 18
th

 February 2014 

        Holdings as at 30 September 2014 

Company Region Sector 

Ecolab US Materials 

Praxair US Materials 

Schlumberger US Energy Services 

3M US Industrials 

Legrand Europe Industrials 

Illinois Tool Works US Industrials 

Compass Group UK Commercial Services 

Reed Elsevier UK Commercial Services 

Grainger (W.W.) US Commercial Services 

Omnicom US Commercial Services 

Nestlé Europe Consumer Staples 

L'Oréal Europe Consumer Staples 

American Express US Non-bank Financial Services 

Fiserv US Information Technology 

   

Objective 

We aim to generate absolute returns of 8-12% pa over a 5-7 

year investment cycle. Our approach is to own a 

concentrated portfolio of 10-15 high quality, value-creating 

businesses acquired at material discounts to their intrinsic 

value.  

Performance is net of management and administration fees only. These figures represent historical performance only. Past performance should not be taken 

as an indication of future performance. Returns are annualised. Inception date is 18th February 2014. Numbers may not sum due to rounding. 

Securities movements for the September Quarter 

Bought in: Praxair, Schlumberger 

Sold out: Diageo, Time Warner, Viacom 

Increased 

holding:           

Praxair, Grainger (W.W.), L'Oréal, 

Nestlé, Legrand, Omnicom 

Decreased 

holding: 
Fiserv 

 

 

USA

49%
Europe, 

UK, 

Middle 

East, 

Africa

30%

Asia

13%

Latin 

America

8%

Source: Company filings, E&P analysis 

Evans and Partners Pty Ltd (ABN 85 125 338 785, AFSL 31807) has prepared this document for information purposes only based on information provided by Equity Trustees Limited (ABN 

46 004 031298, AFSL 240975), the Responsible Entity for the Fund. Any information contained in this publication is current as at the date specified at the beginning of this report (unless 

otherwise specified) and is provided by the issuer of the Fund. Neither Equity Trustees Limited nor its related entities, directors or officers, guarantees the performance of, or the 

repayment of, capital or income invested in the Fund. This document should be regarded as general information only rather than financial product advice. It has been prepared without 

taking account of any individual’s objectives, financial situation or needs. As such, you should, before acting on any such information, consider its appropriateness, having regard to your 

objectives, financial situation and needs. We strongly encourage you to obtain professional advice and to read the relevant Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) in full before making an 

investment decision or, where available by making an application through the mFund settlement service (mFund) by placing a buy order for units with your licensed broker. A copy of the 

PDS can be obtained by contacting Evans and Partners or referring to the Evans and Partners web site: www.evansandpartners.com.au. 

 

Numbers represent contribution in basis points of each stock to the percentage 

change in portfolio value. 

Contributors to portfolio return – September Quarter 

Top 5 Bottom 5 

Fiserv  1.14 Legrand  -0.41 

Time Warner  0.95 Viacom  -0.20 

Ecolab 0.67 Diageo  -0.09 

Reed Elsevier  0.67 L'Oreal  -0.04 

Grainger (W.W.) 0.64 Compass Group  -0.02 

 

 Portfolio weight by source of revenue 
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Market Commentary 

International equity markets rose by 5.6% for the quarter (all figures in AUD unless noted otherwise), derived from a 0.9% gain in 

local currencies and a 4.8% benefit from the weaker AUD. The US was by far the best performing major market with a gain of 8.3%, 

almost all of which came from the appreciation of the US dollar. Japan rose by 5.4%, helped by expectations that the weaker yen 

against the USD will assist local exporters. Europe was flat while the UK was up 1.3%, helped by currency strength. The picture was 

more mixed among developing markets – local markets in both Mexico and India rose by 5-6%, which combined with local 

currency strength translated to gains of around 10% in AUD; China’s Shanghai Composite Index appreciated by 15.4% in local 

currency and 25.8% in AUD; and markets in South East Asia were buoyant and rose by around 6% in AUD. On the other hand Brazil 

was flat after a 14% fall in the month of September as investors await the outcome of October’s presidential election, while 

Russia’s Micex index declined by 4.4% in Rubles and by 8.9% in AUD on concerns over geopolitical tensions and the weaker oil 

price, dragging much of Eastern Europe down with it.  

 

The dominant theme in financial markets over the period, and the one we expect to be a major driver of markets over the next 

several years, was US monetary policy. During the quarter there were no policy decisions of note by the Fed, but after a couple of 

“taper tantrums” over the last year market focus shifted back to likely implications of rising US interest rates. The US Fed Funds 

rate has been effectively zero since December 2008 and an increase sometime in 2015 has long been expected. However, there 

are a number of important differences to the outlook today for US monetary policy normalization and the economic context in 

which it takes place compared to twelve months ago: 

 

- The Fed now expects to raise rates faster; 

- US growth is expected to be weaker, as is the case in most other countries; 

- Inflation is lower; and 

- Debt levels continue to rise in the countries where improvement is most needed. 

 

� Pace of rate rises – at the September FOMC meeting the median estimate by the Fed governors of the Fed Funds rate at the 

end of 2016 was 2.88%. This forecast rate has been increased by a full 110bp since December of last year. The “longer run” 

target for the Fed Funds rate by the Fed governors is 3.75%. These forecasts are significantly higher than those of the private 

market, as measured by the Survey of Primary Dealers.  

� US growth – in September the Federal Reserve and the OECD each downgraded their forecasts for US economic growth for 

both 2014 and 2015. The Fed now expects growth this year of 2.1%, slightly less than the pace of growth last year, improving 

to 2.9% next year.  

� Growth in the rest of the world – outside the US, economic activity in many major countries is fragile and recovering at a 

much slower pace than expected earlier in the year. GDP in both Italy and France fell in the June quarter, and for Italy 2014 

will be the third consecutive year of economic decline. Brazil is in recession, while Russia contracted in the June quarter and 

faces the prospect of recession as international sanctions take effect.  

Relative to its expectations in May, the OECD’s forecast for European GDP growth in 2015 has been revised down by 0.6% to 

1.1%, including a 1.0% revision downwards in Italy where growth is now expected to be a paltry 0.1%. Brazil’s forecast 

growth was revised down by 0.8% to just 1.4%. Growth in China is clearly slowing - steel consumption was down in the first 

eight months of the year and the property market, which is integral to local government finances, the banking system, and 

economic activity, is cooling. India was the only major economy to see expectations revised upward. 

� Inflation - inflation in Europe was 0.3% in September, a five year low, and was negative in Italy, Spain and Portugal. The 

absence of inflation means near-zero interest rates are far less effective in stimulating demand than intended, and make a 

reduction in debt to GDP ratios very difficult. Government bond yields across Europe fell to historic lows during the quarter. 

In the US market expectations for inflation over the next five years, as measured by comparing yields on Treasury inflation 

protected securities and those of nominal Treasury bonds, fell from 2.1% earlier in the quarter to 1.6%, well below the Fed’s 

2% target. In Japan core CPI fell to a 10-month low of 1.1% and real wages were down 2.6% yoy in August, making the 

expected recovery in consumer spending highly uncertain.  
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� Debt levels – globally, the ratio of debt to GDP continues to rise, with deterioration in the countries where progress is most 

needed – France, southern Europe, China and Japan.  

In emerging countries increasing interest rates and the prospect of further appreciation of the USD will pose particular 

challenges for highly indebted economies. Those emerging countries highly reliant on foreign capital will face an added 

challenge attracting these investors as rates on offer in the US become more attractive. The Telegraph in the UK quotes a 

study from Morgan Stanley stating that foreign ownership of debt in emerging Asia has risen from $300bn to $2.5t over the 

last decade, while foreigners own more than 30% of locally issued bonds in South Africa, Hungary, Poland and Turkey. During 

the quarter an index of emerging market currencies fell to its lowest level in 11 years against the USD.  

 

A year ago, a reasonable view would have been that over 2015-17 US interest rates will be rising very gradually into a US economy 

growing at an accelerating rate with inflation moving back to 2%. In Europe economic activity was expected to be returning to 

growth accompanied by inflation moving towards 2%, while Japan was anticipated to be once again growing with inflation of 2% 

through the combination of stimulus and reform. In developing countries growth looked to be slowing from the 6-8% levels of a 

few years ago to more sustainable rates of 4-6%, with China expanding at around 7%.  

 

The current picture is that US interest rates will from mid next year be rising fairly rapidly into a US economy growing moderately 

and with inflation rising but still below the Fed’s target level. However, Europe is expected to be barely growing and at risk of 

outright deflation, while in developing countries there are major clouds over the growth outlook for Brazil, China and Russia. 

There will be the added strain across many emerging markets of high debt levels and the effect of currency depreciations on the 

value of their USD debt. In Japan the structural reform that was expected to underpin a durable recovery has not materialized, yet 

the debt burden grows ever-higher and the working age population continues its long decline.  

 

Increases in US interest rates to nearly 3% by the end of 2016 and to a longer run level of close to 4% will be a major driver for all 

financial markets in the coming years – not only equity markets but government bonds, corporate credit, commodities, currencies 

and real estate markets. While prospective rate rises have been well flagged to the market by the Fed, compared to the monetary 

policy tightening cycle of 1994 the challenges this time will be of a different scale:  

 

� Firstly, compared to 1994 when rates bottomed at 3% for 17 months, by mid-2015 interest rates this cycle will have been 

effectively zero for six and a half years. Rates “lower for longer” means that the proportion of outstanding debt that will be 

subject to rising rates is much larger. Additionally, borrowers have enjoyed ultra-cheap money for so long there will be a 

larger adjustment to be made in investor and borrower behavior;  

� Secondly, aggregate debt to GDP globally has risen from 170% to 210% in the last decade alone, so the adjustment required 

relative to economic activity will be far larger than in 1994; 

� Thirdly, the adjustment in debt servicing costs is partly a function of the starting absolute level. Increasing the Fed Funds rate 

from sub-25bp to over 3.0% will mean a far larger percentage change in interest expense for borrowers than the doubling in 

US official interest rates from 3.0% to 6.0% over 1994-95; 

� Lastly, financial markets are far more interconnected today than twenty years ago. On the plus side this means borrowers in 

developing countries are able to issue bonds into a global market, often denominated in their own currency. On the other  

hand as the tide of liquidity flowing out of developed markets in recent years in search of yield reverses course many 

borrowers will find foreign capital far more expensive.  

 

Australia, with a relatively high level of debt to GDP, a persistent current account deficit, and a reliance on foreign capital will not 

be immune from these challenges. We believe that international equity markets today offer Australian investors an attractive  

source of both risk reduction and return potential, provided one follows a conservative path. In the environment we have 

described we believe our principles of owning highly profitable businesses with all-weather balance sheets, run by conservative 

management, and at significant discounts to intrinsic value will be even more important.  
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Portfolio composition 

Clients may have noticed a change in composition of the portfolio from consumer-facing to business-facing companies over the 

last 18 months or so. Over this period we have sold Colgate, Danone and Diageo, with L'Oréal added. On the business-facing front 

we have bought Ecolab, Praxair, Grainger and Schlumberger, with Accenture removed.  

 

For consumer facing businesses life is tough. Major headwinds are: 

� median household incomes in most developed countries are flat to declining in real terms; 

� retailers continue to push store brands, as we are seeing in Australia, not only at the cheap end of a category but the 

premium end also. Discount retailers, such as Aldi, Lidl, Costco and Family Dollar are gaining share;  

� in emerging countries economic growth has slowed and imported goods cost more due to currency declines; and 

� mega-brands have lost their “lock” in many categories. Proctor & Gamble, Unilever and Johnson & Johnson don’t “own the 

aisle” in personal care, laundry care, and health care in the way they did a decade or so ago. This may be a function of 

consumers being more “experimental”, or encouragement of smaller brands from retailers.  

 

During the quarter General Mills (cereals, yoghurt and other foods) reported poor results that illustrate some of these trends. 

Sales declined 1% on a constant-currency basis and EPS fell by 15%. In the US volume and sales fell 2% and 5% respectively, 

implying price/ mix of negative 3%. Operating profit in the US fell 25%, with the effect a lower top line amplified by higher 

merchandising and promotion costs. Across their categories General Mills said market growth was 0.5% in 2013 but is -1% this 

year. The US cereal category is declining at a rate of 3-4% pa. 

 

Unilever, Proctor & Gamble, Kellogg, Coke, and others have reported similar weakness in recent announcements (and L'Oréal 

spoke of a weak mass market in cosmetics). Nestlé was a stand-out with organic growth in the June quarter of 5.2%.  

 

In contrast to many of the global consumer companies, our business-facing companies are reporting solid underlying growth. 

Grainger’s US sales in the month of August rose 6% on an organic basis; Ecolab reported 5% underlying growth in the June 

quarter; Schlumberger ‘s June quarter revenue was up 8%; Praxair reported organic growth in North America of 5% in the June 

quarter; and Compass Group’s September quarter revenue rose by 4.3%.  

 

In our view the key to the profitable growth of these companies is that they are directly enabling their customers to improve 

efficiencies and save money. For example: 

� Grainger is the largest distributor of products used to maintain, repair and operate commercial facilities in the US. It looks to 

leverage its purchasing scale to lower unit cost for its clients; use its product breadth to reduce the need for clients to hold  

inventory; and create efficiencies for customers in the order and payment processes through investments in IT (40% of 

Grainger’s US sales are generated online);  

� Schlumberger, the world’s leading oil services company (discussed in detail on page 7) is continuing to take market share by 

improving the efficacy and reliability of its equipment which directly improves the efficiency of client operations; 

� Ecolab is the world’s leading supplier of chemicals and service programs used to clean equipment, process water and 

production assets. It aims to grow through being the lowest total cost solution for its clients, despite being the highest unit 

cost option. It does this through the savings it creates (and measures) in water and energy usage; labour efficiencies it 

generates; and by lengthening the life of client assets such as boiling and cooling towers and oil refineries; and 

� The CEO of Compass Group, the world’s largest contract catering company, said last year “clients don’t outsource to us for 

fun – they expect better service and lower costs”. Compass looks to mitigate half of the inflation in food and labour costs by 

internal efficiencies before they even look at increasing prices for customers.  

 

We believe the focus of our business-facing companies on saving money for their clients will allow them to continue to gain 

market share and grow profitably in an environment of weak economic growth and constrained pricing.  
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Portfolio Performance 

The International Focus MDA appreciated in AUD by 5.7% over the quarter, 0.1% ahead of the global equity market and 6.3% 

greater than the return from the Australian market.  

 

Key positive contributors to performance in the quarter were Time Warner, Fiserv and Ecolab:  

 

� Time Warner – Time Warner was the subject of a takeover bid from 21
st

 Century Fox in July (see next section).  

� Fiserv – Fiserv is a provider of software to banks that enables them to run their core banking systems, such as account 

processing, and is described in more detail on page 8. Fiserv’s June quarter earnings were solid, with the highlight being 

strong new business wins that should drive higher revenue growth in the second half of this year and into 2015.  

� Ecolab – Ecolab is the world’s leading supplier of chemicals and service programs to clean equipment, process water, 

production assets and operating environments. End markets include restaurants, food retail outlets, food and beverage 

plants, chemical plants and oil production and refining. Following our purchase of Ecolab in May the stock has performed 

well. Ecolab reported a strong result for its June quarter, with underlying revenue growth of 5% and significant margin 

expansion driving 20% growth in EPS. The company set records for new business wins in each of the first two quarters of the 

year, which management expect will drive an acceleration of growth in the second half, particularly in the energy market, 

which represents about one-third of revenue. Ecolab is clearly gaining market share and driving merger synergies and 

operational efficiencies to achieve rising profit margins.  

 

Detracting from performance were Legrand, Viacom and Diageo.  

 

� Legrand – after lagging in the June quarter, Legrand shares underperformed the market in the three months to September. 

Legrand is the world-leader in low-voltage electric devices, such as power and light switches, power sockets and cable 

management devices. The business splits roughly equally between renovation and new construction, and between 

residential and commercial. A weaker outlook for economic activity, employment and real estate markets in Europe and 

some emerging markets will no doubt have a negative impact on sales. Partially offsetting this will be the favourable effect 

from recovering US residential and commercial real estate markets, as well as lower prices of raw materials such as plastic  

and copper. We continue to see Legrand as a high quality business that is very well managed and attractively valued at 

current prices.  

� Viacom – in their June quarter, Viacom’s domestic ad revenue rose by just 1%, well short of our expectations. This was due 

to weak ratings on a number of key channels, such as MTV, Nickelodeon and Comedy Central, as well as softness in the total 

demand for television advertising. The sharp fall in aggregate live US television viewing in recent months, and continued 

declines in ratings at their own channels suggests Viacom’s ad revenue problems will persist, and may be reflective of some 

of the structural challenges that we highlight in the next section. We sold Viacom from the portfolio in September. 

� Diageo – Diageo’s underperformance reflected concerns regarding soft demand conditions in both developed and 

developing markets, and the effect on reported earnings of lower emerging market currencies. Our decision to sell Diageo, 

discussed more fully in the next section, was borne out in the company’s full year results. This showed volume declines for 

the year to June of 1% in North America, 1% in Latin America, 5% in Africa, Eastern Europe and Turkey, and 5% in Asia. As a 

result we reduced our earnings forecast for the July 2015 year by 11%, about half of which was due to a larger than expected 

negative currency effect.  
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Portfolio Changes - stocks removed from the portfolio 

Time Warner and Viacom - we sold both of our media content businesses during the quarter. In the case of Time Warner we took 

advantage of the share price jump that followed the bid by 21
st

 Century Fox in July and sold the position prior to the bid being 

withdrawn. These sales also reflect our structural concerns around both advertising revenue and subscription fees.  

� Advertising accounts for 50% and 33% of revenue of the pay-TV networks of Viacom and Time Warner respectively, which in 

turn accounting for 90% and 80% of group earnings respectively. We are concerned that changes in household viewing 

habits, particularly among younger people, is eroding the value of television to advertisers. Some of the time spent on tablet 

devices among younger viewers is likely coming at the expense of television viewing, and an increasing proportion of 

television viewing is of pre-recorded content where the viewer skips the ads. As such, the amount of time spent watching TV 

ads by 18-49 year olds, the demographic advertisers most value, is likely to be declining.  

� Television as an advertising medium is facing rising competition from the growth and increasing sophistication of online media. 

Up until recently the rapid adoption of online advertising has come at the expense of newspaper, radio and outdoor 

advertising. However, large consumer good companies are now shifting advertising dollars to digital media at the expense of 

TV, a trend we expect to continue. For instance, Omnicom is advising its clients to move 10-25% of their TV advertising 

expenditure to online video.  

� Changing household viewing behavior and evolving technology pose a longer-term threat to the subscription fees on which 

content providers have historically enjoyed price increases of 5%+ pa. Households today have a multitude of ways to get 

news and music. This is reflected in declining ratings for the once-iconic channels CNN and MTV, owned by Time Warner and 

Viacom respectively. Times spent by kids on tablet devices takes viewing time away from Nickelodeon and Cartoon Network. 

These trends will diminish the value households to these channels and what they are willing to pay for them. Netflix, Amazon 

and Apple have created more flexible ways to pay for content on a per-use basis, which may undermine the willingness of 

households to persist with the current “one-size-fits-all” model for pay- TV in the US.  

� While very weak US ratings of many pay-TV channels in recent months may have a benign explanation they are certainly not 

inconsistent with the concerns we have outlined. On September 30
th

 two pieces of news were noteworthy. Firstly, Allstate, a 

major property casualty insurer and large advertiser announced that over 2013-15 it will have shifted 20% of its TV ad budget 

online. Secondly, Suddenlink Communications, a regional pay-TV operator with 1m household customers announced that it is  

dropping all 24 Viacom channels. On top of this both Viacom and Time Warner have in recent quarters substantially 

increased their debt levels, taking financial risk to levels we are uncomfortable with.  

 

Diageo - we sold our position in Diageo to reflect our growing concerns on four fronts:  

1. Rising capital intensity - cash outflow to support growing working capital and capex needs has risen significantly over the 

last few years and is now expected to remain at these levels for another few years. Company guidance for the timeframe for 

cash flow improvement has been pushed out on multiple occasions over the last three years; 

2. Capital allocation – Diageo’s recent acquisition of a further 30% stake in Indian spirits company United Spirits Limited (“USL”) 

for £1.2bn, which builds on its initial 25% position acquired last year for £600m, was done on a multiple of 40x EBITDA. We 

view USL as an asset with significant potential for Diageo, but we view the price paid as expensive;  

3. Incentives – Diageo has taken an “exceptional” charge in their P&L in each of the last seven years, averaging £153m pa. 

Despite stating on a number of occasions that this practice would end in 2014 the company disclosed at their FY result that 

2015 will see another exceptional charge, this time of £130m. Management incentives are on pre-exceptional profit; 

4. Execution – Diageo’s performance in a number of key markets and categories over the last few years has been below-par. 

The company has underinvested in the Smirnoff brand in the US; pulled back too much on marketing and distribution in 

Europe; and added capacity into a declining beer market in Nigeria.  

Although Diageo has been a good investment over the three years it has been held by the portfolio it has performed poorly over 

the last year. Diageo is a company with many fine attributes, including heritage brands, global scale, and very high profit margins. 

Should we see improvement in the areas highlighted above we would be happy to see Diageo return to the portfolio.  
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Portfolio Changes - stocks added to the portfolio 

Praxair 

� Praxair was founded in 1907 and is the largest industrial gas supplier in North and South America. It serves 25 diverse 

industries across manufacturing, metals, energy, chemicals, electronics, healthcare, food, beverages and aerospace. By 

geography, 49% of sales come from North America, 21% Latin America, 13% Europe and 12% from Asia.  

� Competitive advantage in this industry is built on scale, local density and reliability. Praxair look to locate new projects in 

geographies where they already enjoy scale and density advantages, and aim for every project to be supported by three 

main distribution methods – onsite, merchant and packaged gas. An onsite customer who will typically commit to 70% of the 

plant’s capacity under a long-term “take or pay” contract, which will ensure the plant earns its cost of capital and provides a 

high visibility to earnings. The balance will be sold to the “merchant” market via the trucking of liquid gases by tanker trucks 

to customer sites, and via packaged cylinder gas to smaller customers.  

� Given that industrial gases are a small part of input costs, and that Praxair’s customers are more focused on reliability and 

service than cost, Praxair enjoys strong pricing power and attractive margins.  

� The company has an impressive track record of growth and returns on capital. Over the last decade Praxair has delivered 

growth in earnings and dividends per share of 13% and 18% pa respectively, while averaging a 20% return on operating 

assets. The business strategy is clearly focused on driving high returns on capital through discipline in both cost control and 

capital allocation. All investments are subject to a minimum 15% return and hurdle rates are adjusted higher depending on 

risk profile. 

� Accounting is very conservative in that plant and equipment is depreciated over 15 years yet the useful life can be as long as 

40 years. We believe earnings are understated by at least 10%, adjusting for which we made our investment in Praxir on a 

multiple of trailing free cash earnings of 20x and at a price around 20% below our estimate of intrinsic value.  

 

Schlumberger 

� Founded in Paris in 1920, Schlumberger is today the world’s largest oilfield services company. It has revenue of more than 

USD45bn and employs 126,000 people across 85 countries. About half of its revenue is derived from independent energy 

companies, with 30% from international majors and 20% from national oil companies.  

� Schlumberger is the giant of its industry, 50% larger than its nearest peer and with breadth across all activities and 

geographies. It leads the market in 10 of its 15 product and service offerings. This is a business where size, scale and 

reputation are valuable competitive advantages. Post the 2010 BP Deepwater Horizon disaster, and with the rising 

operational complexity of hydrocarbon exploitation, these attributes are increasingly important.  

� While oil demand is growing at only about 1% pa the energy industry needs to replace maturing fields. About half the 

conventional oil needed by the end of the next decade has still to be developed or discovered.  

� Energy exploration and production is likely to continue to increase in “service intensity” in the coming years. This is due to 

the changing profile of the geology in which hydrocarbons are being found – increasingly in deepwater; in higher degrees of 

temperature and pressure; and in shale formations with low-permeability. Schlumberger expects exploration and production 

spending by its customers to grow at 6-7% pa in the coming four years.  

� Schlumberger is in the relatively early stages of a series of internal transformation programs focused on technology and 

product innovation, reliability, efficiency and integrated services. Initiatives focused on technology and integration are 

designed to drive growth and market share, while those focused on reliability and efficiency are to improve profit margins 

and asset turns.  

� The progress to date, both in absolute terms and relative to peers, is very encouraging and we expect these programs to 

drive a significant lift in financial performances in the next few years.  

� We made our initial investment in Schlumberger on a multiple of trailing free cash earnings of 21x and at a price about 20% 

below our estimate of intrinsic value. 
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Stock focus – American Express 

American Express (Amex) is the world’s largest issuer of charge cards and revolving credit cards, with 80m cards on issue and 

$900bn of transactions on its network annually. Amex is a premium and aspirational financial services brand – spending per card is 

around 4x that of Mastercard and Visa, allowing it to support a leading rewards program.  

 

Amex aggressively grew its credit card portfolio from 2005-07 at the expense of credit quality, at significant cost through high 

credit losses during the GFC. The company reversed course quickly and over the last five years has made major improvement to 

the quality of its franchise through investments in IT, rewards programs and service, by removing customers with poor payment 

histories and adding higher quality cardholders. This is reflected in a number of dimensions:  

 

� Amex’s “Recommend to a Friend” score in the US has increased in the each of the last four years, and is up about 40% vs 

2009; 

� the attrition rate of US cardholders has fallen by about 30% since 2008; 

� first year spending by new consumer and small business charge card holders has increased for four consecutive years. The 

Net Promoter score for Amex’s small business cardmembers is 5.6x that of the average of the top four small business card 

issuing competitors;  

� the percentage of cardholders enrolled in the rewards program who have redeemed points has risen 20% since 2009. This is 

important because card members who redeem points spend 5x more than those who don’t and their retention rate is 30% 

higher; 

� the percent of the credit card loan portfolio made up of cardmembers with less than two years tenure with Amex has fallen 

by more than half to 11%. 

 

Amex’s franchise is performing well, with spending on its cards globally up by 9% yoy on a constant currency basis in the June 

quarter, including 9% growth in the US and 6% growth in Europe. The structural shift of consumer payments away from cash and 

cheques to cards, particularly outside the US, should support continued attractive growth for American Express.  

 

Stock focus – Fiserv Inc. 

Fiserv is a leading global provider of financial services technology. 93% of its revenue derives from the US where it is the market 

leader with over 5,000 financial services clients, which include banks, thrifts and credit unions.  

 

Fiserv’s technology provides the internal “plumbing” for a financial institution allowing the processing of loans, deposits and all 

forms of payment – including cheque, debit, internet, bill payments, mobile, and social payments. Other services and products 

include ATMs, wealth administration, compliance, fraud, and regulatory and risk management tools. In recent years financial 

institutions have increasingly chosen a fully outsourced solution, which provides Fiserv more than 3x the revenue of a traditional 

sale. Given the essential nature of their products and high switching costs clients very rarely change providers. Last year only 2% 

of financial institutions changed their core processing system and Fiserv has a client retention rate of 99%. Fiserv has a high 

degree of recurring revenue with over 85% of revenue derived from three to five year contracts.  

 

The business is highly profitable with pre-tax margins close to 30% and it requires very little capital; as such it generates 

exceptional levels of free cash flow. While the company does not pay a dividend, management have proved to be judicious in their  

allocation of capital and have repurchased over 4% of their shares on an annual basis. The company has made two large 

acquisitions in recent years – both highly strategic and at sensible prices. 

 

Over the next few years we believe the business will deliver organic growth of around 5% and this combined with good cost 

control and capital allocation should deliver EPS growth in the low teens. Whilst the share has appreciated 15% since our initial 

investment, we believe the current price still provides a reasonable margin of safety against our estimated value of the business. 
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GENERAL RESEARCH DISCLAIMER, WARNING & DISCLOSURES  

 

This document is provided by Evans and Partners ABN 85 125 338 785, holder of AFSL 318075.  

The information is general advice only and does not take into consideration an investor’s objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting on the advice, 

investors should consider the appropriateness of the advice, having regard to the investor’s objectives, financial situation and needs. If the advice relates to a 

financial product that is the subject of a Product Disclosure Statement (e.g. unlisted managed funds) investors should obtain the PDS and consider it before making 

any decision about whether to acquire the product.  

 

The material contained in this document is for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer, solicitation or recommendation with respect to the 

purchase or sale of securities. It should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. Investors should be aware that past 

performance is not an infallible indicator of future performance and future returns are not guaranteed.  

Any opinions and/or recommendations expressed in this material are subject to change without notice and Evans and Partners is not under any obligation to 

update or keep current the information contained herein. References made to third parties are based on information believed to be reliable but are not 

guaranteed as being accurate.  

 

This document is provided to the recipient only and is not to be distributed to third parties without the prior consent of Evans and Partners.  

 

EVANS AND PARTNERS DISCLOSURE OF INTERESTS  

 

Evans and Partners and its respective officers and associates may have an interest in the securities or derivatives of any entities referred to in this material.  

 

RESEARCH ANALYST CERTIFICATION  

 

I, Stephen Arnold, hereby certify that all the views expressed in this report accurately reflect my personal views about the subject investment theme and/or 

company securities. I also certify that no part of my compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views 

expressed in this report.  

 

RESEARCH ANALYST DISCLOSURE OF INTEREST  

 

I, Stephen Arnold, and/or entities in which I have a pecuniary interest, have an exposure to the following securities and/or managed products: Evans & Partners 

International Focus Portfolio. 

 

DISCLAIMER  

 

Except for any liability which cannot be excluded, Evans and Partners, its directors, employees and agents accept no liability or responsibility whatsoever for any 

loss or damage of any kind, direct or indirect, arising out of the use of all or any part of this material. All information is correct at the time of publication; additional 

information may be available upon request. 

 


